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orchid sailboat guavas toolbox

Interesting, I watched as something built itself from floor to upward and continued to grow in an 
arch down and left. It grew from the bottom right corner. As it grew, it seemed composed out of 
large bubbles. The background was a warm brown red color. There are bubbles, it seems to take 
bites and eat its way around the arch. 

There is an electric ripple electrical force field within and extending a bit outside of the arch on its 
middle part on the right in the target landscape. It feels too hot here. I cannot breathe here it is 
stuffy. I feel suffocating here when I try to enter into the target site. 

There is that arch of bubbles and someone is quickly munching eating those bubbles like a Pacman. 

Probe the arch: It bends easily inward if touched against. There is really no air to breathe here, it 
feels very stuffy. The arch is a hairy belly. The arch has a back of the neck as if the arch is facing with 
the face and head downward, and at its face there is one of those blue bubbles and it is about to 
gobble it up in one big bite. 

Probe the blue bubble at its face: If I push gently with a finger then the blue bubble moves to the 
side, so it lets itself sway and is not set or anchored. 

The arch has got two legs that are facing forward at a slight V-angle apart, straight legs forward and 
with the foot flexed pointing upward with the toes. 

There are many small fine short straight hairs on the cheeks of the face also. 

There is a beautiful bright light yellow colored shape that rises above the base. The yellow reaches 
forward along the direction of the arch like a tulip cup shape (of course logic is aware that orchid is a 
search word so it can use words like tulip, whereas normally I could call such a shape a bowl shape). 

There are many fine hairs on the back of the neck, and a few water droplets here, the water drops 
are round bead shaped and not flat drops. There are fine hairs on the cheeks. Between the two 
cheeks is a mouth open like an "o". Two yellow parts of a yellow bowtie further back on the arch 
from where the face is. Water drops round spherical drops that shine are on the back of the neck. 



8:38 PM End RV. My report is of course most consistent with orchid out of these four search words. 

Well well well, ha ha! What do you know! It is clear that logic was wanting to make this into an 
orchid, there are the beginnings of a blue flower, the legs being like dark green leaves on the 
bottom, and the arch is just like the bent stem of an orchid. I was (or logic was) even thinking of the 
many blue flower buds along the stem as the large blue ones. 

Then when I saw the yellow flower and then the yellow flower bowtie composed of two flat (did I 
say in the report these are flat on the bowtie, but I saw them as flat not 3-dimensional cushions for 
instance) sides. Logic of course assumed that oh, in spite of the inconvenience, we now have one 
and now two, or one that is seen in two different places, yellow flowers on the stem with the blue 
orchids, but I went along with it anyway. Logic thought that well, maybe the blue orchids (as it 
assumed them to be) is yellow orchids after all, or something like that. 

We also found the bowtie pattern on a blue flower toward the end (left side) of the arch stem, if I 
recall correctly this blue bowtie was drawn first before either of the yellow pieces. The yellow piece 
on the right side was drawn first (ball shaped) and the yellow piece on the left side (bowtie shaped) 
was drawn after the ball shaped one. 

I am tremendously impressed with this session. Logic knew the four search words of course, and 
with the arch and the small blue pieces along the arch it thought this must be the orchid, and all the 
session it thought it is finding things of an orchid, flowers, flower buds, the face of a flower, the legs 
to be the green leaves at the base of the flower. I already had elements that logic thought to be 
consistent with blue orchid flowers along a stem, and when the yellow element showed up two 
times, logic thought it was an inconvenience because a flower cannot have both, but it allowed it to 
be added of course (as it should be). 

The bowtie shape is perfect for the target image, and the yellow color bowtie is absolute pristine RV 
perfection! 

Water beads might make more sense now. Also the sense of a human neck and human legs, if that 
is where they come from, from the humans on the sailboat. I did not detect a large body of water, 
and the background is not brown red like I saw but on the target image is blue. The target image is 
probably not hot like I sensed but is probably feeling cold. 

The many hairs could be the fine gray lines across the yellow sails, or even the ropes that attach the 
sails to the body of the boat. 

What could be the many blue bubbles I saw and drew? There are many black circles that are zero 
numbers on the sails. The water droplets could be there or could also be the round zero numbers, 
and there is water at the target site. What about the arch stem? Possibly the curve of a sail? When a 
connection or correlation is not obvious, it is redundant to search for one. 

I am impressed that as much as logic believed throughout the RV this to be orchids, I still got the 
inconvenient blue bowtie which did not fit in with the earlier impressions or with the already 



constructed "orchid with blue flowers and blue flower buds" and that this yellow bowtie has such a 
perfect correlation. That I managed to do well in spite of known search words and having made 
already a blue orchid and still the yellow bowtie managed to come in. 

Beautiful RV doing beautiful work. Grade A for correlation. 
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8:56 PM End session. 


